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A novel contour-based matching criterion is presented for the quantitative docking of high-resolution structures of components into low-resolution maps of macromolecular complexes. The proposed Laplacian ®lter
is combined with a six-dimensional search using fast Fourier transforms
to rapidly scan the rigid-body degrees of freedom of a probe molecule
relative to a ®xed target density map. A comparison of the docking performance with the standard cross-correlation criterion demonstrates that
contour matching with the Laplacian ®lter signi®cantly extends the viable
Ê.
resolution range of correlation-based ®tting to resolutions as low as 30 A
Ê
The gain in docking precision at medium to low resolution (15-30 A) is
critical for image reconstructions from electron microscopy (EM). The
new algorithm enables for the ®rst time the reliable docking of smaller
molecular components into EM densities of large biomolecular assemblies
at such low resolutions. As an example of the practical effectiveness of
contour-based ®tting, a new pseudo-atomic model of a microtubule was
Ê resolution EM map and from atomic structures
constructed from a 20 A
of a and b tubulin subunits.
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Introduction
Many biophysical techniques can usefully be
applied to the understanding of large biomolecular
assemblies. Over the last 10 or 20 years, low-resolution image reconstructions of large macromolecular structures from electron micrographs have
evolved into a powerful method for studying the
structure, assembly, and dynamics of such systems,
as they yield 3D density maps under a wide range
of biochemical conditions.1,2 The resolution that
can be achieved in a standard cryogenic electron
microscopy (cryo-EM) reconstruction is often limÊ . However, since large
ited to a range of 15 to 30 A
cellular systems are composed of individual protein and RNA subunits, it is possible to localize
structure elements with high precision by docking
the known atomic structures of these subunits into
low-resolution EM densities. The hybrid, multi-resolution modeling of biomolecular assemblies holds
much promise for the understanding of their
function,3 ± 5 and the modeling will become increasAbbreviations used: EM, electron microscope(y); SNR,
signal-to-noise ratio.
E-mail address of the corresponding author:
pchacon@scripps.edu
0022-2836/02/030375±10 $35.00/0

ingly attractive in the near future, when more and
more low-resolution structures of large complexes
and the atomic structures of their components
become available.
A number of computational docking strategies
have been proposed to bridge the resolution gap
between low-resolution EM maps and atomic
structures.5 The most widely used method relies on
the systematic maximization of the density crosscorrelation of atomic models with electron density
maps. In early studies,6 ± 10 programs for X-ray
crystallographic re®nement such as X-PLOR11 and
ESSENS12 were adapted to calculate the density
cross-correlation. Recently, more speci®c routines
(COAN,13 DOCKEM,14 EMFIT15) based on density
cross-correlation have been developed and applied
for the docking of structures into EM maps.16 ± 19
Several authors have pointed out limitations of
the standard cross-correlation criterion for resolÊ .5,20 At low resolution, the correutions below 15 A
lation coef®cient score lies within a narrow range
of numerical values, making it more dif®cult to
differentiate
the
correct
from
spurious
orientations.5,20 One concern is, therefore, that false
positives may arise in the ®tting, i.e. high-scoring
results that deviate signi®cantly from a known
structure of the complex, in particular when the
# 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd.
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low-resolution map includes extraneous densities
that are not accounted for by the docked component. Also, at low resolution, densities show
little variation inside of the molecules. By maximizing the density cross-correlation, one may inadvertently displace the template to regions of higher
density in the interior of the target map.14 This
effect is observed when the component to be
docked is signi®cantly smaller than the low-resolution target. In this case, the translational placement is not constrained, and a number of viable
positions exhibit corresponding optimal orientations that would accommodate the template in
the target density. This complex docking ``landscape'' is the common scenario that one encounters
when working with low-resolution EM data of
large assemblies. In certain situations it is possible
to ``rescue'' the performance of the density correlation criterion, e.g. by using structural constraints
from biochemical data,21 or by successive application of discrepancy mapping to simulate the molecular boundaries between individually docked
domains.18 In this work, however, we demonstrate
that the problems are intrinsic to the density correlation measure itself and we seek to modify it conceptually to provide a more general solution.
We present a simple approach to overcome the
limitations of cross-correlation by adding molecular contour or ``surface'' information to the ®tting
criterion. The consideration of the molecular contour by itself yields a more discriminative scoring
function to localize small components in macromolecular structures. This method is not limited to
single molecules; it can be applied to any kind of
shape, and neither symmetry nor any other structural restriction is needed. As described in
Materials and Methods, the contour information is
extracted by ®ltering with a Laplacian operator.
The Laplacian-based docking maximizes both density and contour overlap. Thereby, the ®ltering
enhances the numerical scoring contrast among
potential solutions, and provides more reliable and
accurate docking results. The ®ltering is combined
with a state-of-the-art 6D search algorithm based
on Fourier correlation theory.
In the following, we demonstrate the superiority
of the contour-matching criterion over the traditional density cross-correlation by using simulated low-resolution densities. We validate the
performance of the algorithm described in detail in
Materials and Methods. Finally, we present new
docking results of the atomic structure of tubulin
into an experimental map of the microtubule that
sheds light on the interactions of the subunits in
this helical assembly.

Results
Density correlation versus
Laplacian correlation
The performance of the traditional density correlation criterion and the proposed contour-based
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Laplacian correlation criterion was evaluated using
simulated low-resolution density maps that were
calculated from known atomic structures by resolution lowering. In the ®rst example (Figure 1), we
sought to reconstruct the original atomic structure
of RecA helicase22 (PDB entry 2REC) by the docking of a monomer structure into the simulated
low-resolution map of the entire hexamer. The
simulated map was generated by interpolation of
the mass-weighted atomic coordinates to a 3D lattice, and, subsequently, by convolving each lattice
point with a Gaussian function to lower the resolÊ .23 Correlation values were computed
ution to 15 A
in an exhaustive 6D rigid-body search (see
Materials and Methods). During the search, we
kept track of the optimal (highest scoring) orientations for each discrete 3D position. The orientational sampling was suf®ciently dense (9  , 30,481
sets of Euler angles) to provide a smooth scoring
landscape for the ®tting.
Figure 1 presents 2D cross-sections of the correlation values as a function of position in the plane
of the hexamer, for density (Figure 1(a)) and Laplacian (Figure 1(d)) correlation. The density correlation maxima, on the one hand, are located on a
ring that corresponds to a range of numerically
degenerate docking possibilities of an isolated
monomeric component within the simulated target
density. Due to the lack of discriminative contrast,
the six correct positions are indistinguishable from
other spurious ®ts on the ring. Laplacian correlation, on the other hand, identi®es the original
positions unambiguously; six prominent peaks
clearly mark the correct symmetry-related positions in the hexameric density.
In practice, the 6D exhaustive search is performed with a certain positional and angular
sampling step size on a discrete lattice. To improve
the accuracy of the docking, we optimized the
search for the highest peak by using a ®ner local
grid in the 6D space of alignment parameters. We
carried out the optimization in the neighborhood
of several of the highest peaks to avoid missing the
true maximum (see Materials and Methods for
details). Figure 1 shows the superposition of the
target structure (red ribbon) with the highest-scoring off-lattice re®nement results (green ribbon) for
(b) and (c) density and (e) and (f) Laplacian correlation, respectively. Only the Laplacian correlation
yields the correct reconstruction. In this idealized
test system, a near-perfect registration can be
achieved (root-mean-square deviation (rmsd)
Ê ), as shown in the close-up (Figure 1(f)). In
0.23 A
contrast, the ®t with highest-scoring density correlation (Figure 1(c)) is displaced to the interior of
the donut-shaped density and rotated approximately 120  about the hexameric symmetry axis.
Similar results can be obtained when comparing
the two criteria as a function of rotational space
coordinates: the Laplacian correlation identi®es the
correct orientation, whereas density correlation
yields additional score maxima corresponding to
orientational mismatches. We present a series of
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Figure 1. Docking performance of two correlation-based ®tting criteria: RecA helicase. The RecA (PDB entry 2REC)
Ê resolution (see the text) using (a)-(c) denmonomer was docked into a simulated density map of the hexamer at 15 A
sity and (d)-(f) Laplacian correlation functions. In both cases, an exhaustive 6D search with a translational and
Ê and 9  , respectively, was carried out, followed by an off-lattice optimization. The Laplacian
rotational step size of 5 A
correlation function was calculated using equation (4), and the density cross-correlation was calculated similarly without the Laplacian ®lter. In (a) and (d), the normalized correlation values are represented on a 2D cross-section of the
translational space by a color spectrum from blue (C  0) to red (C  1). In (b) and (e), the six symmetry-related highest-scoring ®ts (green ribbon) are superimposed with the original structure (red ribbon) that was the basis for the
simulated target density map. A close-up view of the structures is given in (c) and (e). Plots of correlation coef®cients
in Figures 1-4 were created with SPSS SigmaPlot; molecular structures and densities were visualized with Situs,20
VMD44 and Raster3D.45

rotational scans that were made around the correct
(Figure 1(e)) and spurious (Figure 1(b)) ®ts found
earlier with Laplacian and density correlation,
respectively. Figure 2 shows the coef®cients for
Laplacian (upper panels) and density (lower
panels) correlation. In the Laplacian case, maximal
values are achieved only for the correct ®t near the
correct orientation. In the density case, there are
similar scores for correct and spurious ®ts. Clearly,
the Laplacian exhibits an enhanced ®tting contrast
between correct and spurious ®ts, and thus constitutes the more discriminative criterion. This is
apparent from the different numerical scale of the
plots, and from the width and shape of the peaks
corresponding to the local maxima.
We have tested the performance of the correlation coef®cients as a function of the resolution on
four oligomeric systems: helicase22 (hexamer), catalase24 (tetramer), oxidoreductase25 (trimer), and
thiolase26 (dimer). Again, the task was to reproduce the correct position and orientation of individual monomeric components in the simulated
oligomeric maps that were computed here at levels

Ê to 34 A
Ê . Figure 3(a) presents
of resolution from 6 A
the rmsd between the highest-scoring results and
the target structures used for generating the lowresolution densities. Initially, at high resolution,
both docking criteria perform very well, but eventually the ®tting breaks down and large rmsd
values are obtained when the resolution becomes
too low. The limiting resolutions beyond which it
becomes impossible to detect the correct ®ts
Ê for the density
unequivocally range from 8 to 15 A
Ê
correlation, and from 27 to 34 A for the Laplacian
correlation in the four test systems. Variabilities in
the resolution limits indicate a system-speci®c performance. The results indicate that Laplacian, but
not density, correlation performs well in the range
Ê ) relevant in EM.
of low resolutions (>15 A
To investigate how well correct ®ts are distinguished from spurious ®ts, we have evaluated the
®tting contrast for each criterion. We compute the
®tting contrast, i.e. the ratio between the correlation coef®cients of highest (correct) and secondhighest (spurious) peaks as a function of the resolution. The enhanced ®tting contrast obtained with
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Figure 2. Rotational space dependence of the RecA helicase docking
scores. Four rotational space scans
of the scoring functions were performed using Laplacian (upper
panels) and density cross-correlation (lower panels) starting from
correct (left panels) and spurious
(right panels) docking positions,
shown in Figure 1(e) and (c),
respectively. The normalized correlation values are presented as a
function of two Euler angles (y and
f), computed in sampling steps of
1  . Note the different numerical
range of the correlations (0-1 for
Laplacian and 0.7-1 for density correlation).

the Laplacian ®lter is evident from the results summarized in Figure 3(b). The average of the ®tting
contrast using cross-correlation varies from only
Ê and 12 A
Ê,
1.5 to 0.9 for resolutions between 6 A
respectively, whereas the Laplacian criterion can
achieve a ®tting contrast from 89 to 1.5 for resolÊ to 25 A
Ê.
utions from 12 A
We implemented a multi-molecule re®nement
procedure that moves individual components independently and thereby accounts for all of the density in a multi-component map (described in
Materials and Methods). This approach was used
to test the effect of extraneous densities on the
Laplacian-based docking. As can be seen in
Figure 3(a) (dotted lines), the multi-molecule
search slightly improves the Laplacian-based dockÊ rmsd in some cases, but
ing results by up to 1 A
the method does not extend the viable resolution
range to lower resolution. The results indicate that
the Laplacian criterion by itself is intrinsically
robust when extraneous densities are present. The
improvements achieved with multi-molecule docking in our idealized (noise-free) test systems are
relatively small, so the application can be considered an optional step in the ®tting.
To test the ability of the Laplacian ®lter under
noise, we performed a systematic study of the ®tting accuracy as a function of the signal to noise
ratio (SNR; for de®nition, see the legend to
Ê resFigure 3(c)). We degraded the SNR of the 20 A
Ê
olution simulated maps (voxel size 4 A) for all test
proteins by adding Gaussian noise and examined
the ®tting accuracy as a function of the random

shot noise amplitude. As can be seen in Figure 3(c),
the Laplacian ®lter is a very robust choice for docking under noise. In fact, it is possible to obtain
Ê for SNR > 0.5.
unique ®ts with an accuracy of <3 A
The contour information extracted by the Laplacian
®lter, even under noisy conditions, is suf®cient to
guide the docking and to successfully retrieve the
correct pose.
Application to the microtubule structure
Microtubules are pseudo-helical cylindrical protein assemblies that organize cellular architecture
and cytoplasmic membrane traf®c by means of
microtubule associated proteins. The 24 nm diameter tubes typically comprise 13 longitudinal proto®laments, each of them formed by head to tail
association of a-b-tubulin dimers. The atomic structure of the tubulin dimer27 (PDB entry 1TUB) has
Ê resolution map to
been placed earlier into the 20 A
generate a near-atomic model of the microtubule.28
In the earlier study, the conformational search was
relatively limited and the relative orientation of a
and b-tubulin was not a re®nement parameter.
Here, we present the docking results of a and b
tubulin subunits into the same EM map using
Laplacian correlation. The docking was performed
with each subunit independently; therefore neither
interactions nor relative orientations of subunits
were considered a priori, as was the case earlier.28
Despite the absence of structural constraints on
the global search, we found a unique high-scoring
®t for each tubulin in a speci®c direction along the
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Figure 3. (a) Docking performance of two correlationbased ®tting criteria: Resolution dependence. The validation experiment shown in Figure 1 was repeated with
four test systems at various resolution levels. The test
examples include RecA helicase22 (blue lines; PDB entry
2REC), thiolase26 (red lines; PDB entry 1AFW), catalase24
(black lines; PDB entry 7CAT) and an oxidoreductase25
(green lines; PDB entry 1NIC). The docking rmsd
between the ®tted component and the original oligomeric structure, which was the basis for the simulated
target density map, is shown as a function of the resolution: continuous lines, Laplacian correlation; broken
lines, density correlation; dotted lines, multi-docking
re®nement of the Laplacian-based docking results. In all
cases, a rotational step size of 9  has been used for the
exhaustive 6D search. The voxel size of the maps and
Ê for
the initial translational sampling step size was 4 A
Ê, 3 A
Ê for resolutions between 12-9 A
Ê,
resolutions >12 A
Ê for resolutions <8 A
Ê . (b) Comparison of the ®tand 2 A
ting contrast obtained using Laplacian (continuous lines)
and density (broken lines) ®tting criteria shown as a
function of the resolution. The ®tting contrast is de®ned
as the ratio between the correlation coef®cients of the
highest (correct ®t) and the second highest (spurious ®t)
peaks found in the 6D searches performed in (a). The
color codes are as in (a). (c) SNR dependence of docking
precision. Equivalent restoration experiments were performed as in (a) but with the addition of Gaussian noise
Ê resolution simulated maps (voxel size 4 A
Ê)
to the 20 A

proto®lament. The correlation values for b-tubulin
are shown in Figure 4(a) for a cross-section of
translational space. The pointed correlation peaks
that follow the characteristic twist of the microtubule helix each correspond to a unique, highly
localized orientation of the subunit, as demonstrated by the rotational dependence of the correlation score in Figure 4(b).
It was not possible to distinguish the positions of
Ê
a and b subunits along the proto®lament at 20 A
resolution. Results equivalent to those shown in
Figure 4(a) and (b) have been obtained with a
tubulin (not shown). Therefore, by alternating a
and b tubulin, one can form two equivalent atomic
models of the proto®laments, one of which is
shown in Figure 4(c) and (d). A multi-molecule
re®nement (see Materials and Methods) of the
tubulin components against the EM data did not
result in signi®cant changes in the two models.
The corresponding ab-dimer in either model is
very similar to the electron crystallographic dimer
structure in Zn2-induced polymers.27 The rmsd
between the known atomic structure of the dimer
and the ab-dimer extracted from our docking
Ê (computed with lsqman29).
results is only 1.8 A
These observed differences between the models are
well within the experimental uncertainty of the
underlying EM map. The intra-subunit contact
maps in Figure 5(a) re¯ect this similarity of the
relative orientations of the two dimers.
Relative to the model described by Nogales
et al.,28 the rmsd exhibited by the ba inter-dimer
Ê . The
region (Figure 5(b)) in our model is only 2.3 A
consideration of an entire proto®lament results in a
Ê . Apart from the
slightly greater discrepancy of 3 A
high resemblance, it is noteworthy that our model
suggests a slight relative rearrangement between
subunits that opens the dimers slightly and that
reduces the lateral interactions with respect to the
Nogales et al. model (Figures 4(e) and (c), and 5(c)).
The major lateral contact, i.e. the interaction
between the end of helix H328 and loop H1-S328 on
one dimer with loop M28 on the apposing dimer
remains intact in our model.

Discussion
The novel registration of molecular contours
introduced here was inspired by the common practice of ``visual docking'' that is still in use in many
EM laboratories.5 Human vision is a powerful pattern recognition machine that outperforms many

of each test protein. The SNR experiments were
repeated ®ve times for each protein. The docking rmsd
between the atomic structure used to generate the noisefree map and the docked structures obtained with the
noisy map is shown as function of the SNR, which is
de®ned as: SNR  var(o)/var(n), where var(o) and var(n)
are the variance of the original map and the variance of
the Gaussian noise, respectively.
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Figure 4. Construction of a
microtubule
model.
The
ab
tubulin27 subunits (PDB entry
1TUB) were docked independently
Ê resolinto an experimental 20 A
Ê voxel
ution microtubule map46 (5 A
spacing). For simplicity, the docking was performed only on three of
the 15 proto®laments. (a) Translational space-dependence of the
Laplacian correlation. This 2D subset of the correlation coef®cients
corresponds to the maximum
rotational values found with an
angular sampling step of 6  . Eight
prominent peaks correspond to the
®t of individual b subunits into the
proto®lament. (b) Rotational spacedependence of the Laplacian correlation. A rotational scan with
sampling width 1  was performed
around the optimal orientation of
one ®tted b-tubulin, as a function
of two Euler angles. Equivalent
results can be obtained by rotating
the other two possible pairs of
Euler angles (data not shown). (c)(e) Final ®tting results: (c) outside
view, (b) lateral view, (e) cross-section of the microtubule seen from
the plus end. The experimental
map is represented as a transparent
surface, taxotere in orange, nucleotide in yellow, and the a and b
subunits are shown in green and blue, respectively. The model coordinates in PDB format can be requested from the
corresponding author.

computer algorithms in complex 3D recognition
tasks. In visual docking, researchers visualize the
isocontour of a low-resolution object at a certain
threshold level on the computer screen, and subsequently place the template structure into the isosurface envelope to bring discernible features into
register. Despite the subjectivity of the manual placement, this approach is often surprisingly successful. In fact, it is a challenging task to devise
computational criteria that perform equally well or
better than the human eye. For instance, it has
been pointed out that extraneous densities may act
as noise that worsen a computational ®t with the
standard density correlation14 as judged by the
visual agreement of discernible surface features.
Here, we sought to emulate in silico the simultaneous registration of surface and volume features
that is at the heart of visual docking as performed
by an experienced electron microscopist. The distinction of the contour (positive values) and the
interior (negative values) of a low-resolution object
by the sign of the Laplacian-®ltered density is well
suited for the correlation criterion, since both the
overlap of similarly shaped positive contours and
the overlap of similarly distributed negative
volumes will give positive contributions to the

Laplacian correlation coef®cient (Materials and
Methods; equation (3); Figure 6).
In the particularly challenging situation when
the structure to be docked represents only a portion of the EM density, our evaluations exposed
limitations of the traditional density correlation criterion and demonstrated the practical advantages
of Laplacian correlation. The emergence of false
positives (Figures 1 and 2) that correspond to a
drifting of the template structure to the highestdensity regions limits the effectiveness of the
density correlation criterion at low resolution. In
the four oligomeric test systems studied, Laplacian
correlation extends the limiting resolution above
which it is possible to restore the original oligoÊ to
meric structure unequivocally, from 10 A
Ê (Figure 3A) relative to density correlation.
30 A
These results were obtained with idealized (noisefree) systems. In practice, we foresee two possible
limitations of Laplacian ®tting. (i) When the
interior features of a given map are suf®ciently
large to guide the volumetric docking. In this case,
a reliable docking can be obtained with both crosscorrelation and Laplacian correlation. This typiÊ ).
cally occurs at higher resolutions (approx <10 A
(ii) When the contour information is compromised.
This occurs if the map lacks a suf®ciently large sur-
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Figure 5. Comparison of model
contact surfaces. The contact surfaces are colored only for interface
Ê of each
atoms that lie within 4 A
other. Non-polar residues (Ala,
Gly, Leu, Val, Ile, Pro, Met, Phe)
are yellow, polar residues (Ser, Thr,
Cys, His, Asn, Gln) are white,
acidic residues (Asp, Glu) are red,
basic residues (Arg, Lys) are blue,
and Tyr as well as Trp are orange.
(a) Intra-dimer (longitudinal) contact: comparison of the surface of
the Zn sheet tubulin dimer27 (top)
and docking model (bottom). (b)
Inter-dimer (longitudinal) contact:
comparison of the Nogales et al.
model28 (top) with our docking
model (bottom). (c) Lateral contact:
comparison of the Nogales et al.
model28 (left) with our docking
model (right). The contact surfaces
were generated with the program
Spock (http://quorum.tamu.edu/
spock/) and displayed with Raster3D.45 Detailed listings of the contact surfaces can be requested from
the corresponding author.

face with which to de®ne a reliable guiding contour. In this situation, typically at lower resolution
Ê ), volumetric docking will likewise be
(>30 A
limited.
Another possible limitation of the Laplacian is
the effect of noise in experimental EM maps. One
can show that a Laplacian convolution in real
space corresponds to the ®ltering with a harmonic
function in Fourier space.30 Hence, the Laplacian
acts as a high-pass ®lter that suppresses low frequencies. This property is highly desirable, since
the frequency ®ltering reduces distracting low-resolution terms in real space that originate from
extraneous densities beyond the spatial extent of
the template. However, the harmonic function also
ampli®es the high-resolution frequency noise present in experimental EM maps. We argue that in
real space, the high-frequency noise is distributed
at random, as opposed to any localized extraneous
densities, and will therefore have less impact on
the global correlation due to a cancellation of
errors than a localized low-frequency perturbation
(Materials and Methods, equation (3)). The tests
Ê
carried out on degrading the SNR of the 20 A
simulated maps (Figure 3(c)) demonstrate this
point and the robustness of the proposed
approach. As other authors suggest,14 to validate
the proposed approach further, tests should ideally
be performed with real EM data. Unfortunately,
experimental EM maps for which atomic structures
are known are rare. Future development of a database of EM structures will facilitate access to this

valuable data,31 and will allow the complete validation of any ®tting method. It will also permit the
construction of an adequate framework for future
improvements.
To illustrate the performance of the Laplacian
criterion, we tested the ®tting of tubulin comÊ resolution microponents to an experimental 20 A
tubule map. Without any a priori consideration of
the relative orientations of a and b tubulins, we
were able to reconstruct the atomic structure of the
ab-tubulin dimer (within the constraints of the
Ê of the
microtubule EM density) to within 2 A
known dimer crystal structure. Our atomic model
of the microtubule is in good agreement with the
previously reported docking of the dimer by
Nogales et al.28 and with a more recent microtubule
model.28,32 Minor differences in our model relative
to that of Nogales et al.28 suggest a slight opening
of tubulin subunits through a reduction of the lateral proto®lament interactions. The resulting more
pronounced fenestration of the microtubule surface
(Figure 4(c) and (d)) would be consistent with the
experimentally observed fast access of taxol molecules to the microtubule lumen.33,34
In summary, the novel rigid-body registration
algorithm introduced here offers a robust docking
method for the ®tting of atomic subunits into lowresolution densities of macromolecular structures.
The inclusion of contour information in the docking enhances the contrast among potential solutions and, thereby, yields a discriminative scoring
Ê . We hope
function for resolutions as low as 30 A
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Figure 6. Laplacian ®lter. On the
left, the contour plot represents a
Ê simulated
cross-section of the 15 A
density map of the RecA hexameric
structure. On the right, the same
cross-section is represented after
application of the Laplacian ®lter.
Note that positive values correspond to a range of colors from
blue to magenta, and negative
values to colors ranging from red
to blue.

that the developed methodology will become a
valuable tool in the study of the architecture and
dynamics of large macromolecular assemblies.
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The geometric match between two molecules A and B
can be measured by the linear cross-correlation de®ned
as:
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where a and b are the corresponding shape functions on
a 3D lattice formed by N3 points (with lattice indexes l,
m, n), for a given translation vector (x, y, z). The use of
this criterion for multi-resolution requires that the data
sets be compared at like resolution. To this end, the
atomic structure, B, is ®rst projected to the cubic lattice
of the EM data A by tri-linear interpolation, and subsequently, each lattice point bl,m,n is convolved with a
Gaussian function g in real space.23 Therefore, the density correlation can be expressed as:
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The major innovation of this work is the inclusion of
``surface'' information in the volume docking procedure.
In the absence of hard boundaries, the contour of a lowresolution object is contained in the 3D edge information
instead of a 2D surface. In principle, any 3D edge
enhancement ®lter can be used to extract this
information;35 here, we selected the Laplacian ®lter (r2)
for its simplicity and low computational cost. High-pass
®lters like the Laplacian operator are widely used in
general image processing.2 On a discrete lattice, the
Laplacian ®lter kernel is de®ned by the ®nite difference
approximation:35
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6D rigid-body search using Fourier
template convolution
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The modi®ed Laplacian correlation coef®cient is de®ned
as:
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The convolution of 3D maps with this kernel gives an
approximation of the second derivative of the scalar density, typically taking positive values at the molecular
contour and negative values in the interior volumes.35
Figure 6 demonstrates the effect of the Laplacian ®lter.
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Since convolution is associative, both resolution lowering
(g . . . ) and Laplacian ®ltering were performed in one
step by convolving b with a Mexican Hat operator,
M  r2 g.
The 6D rigid-body search procedure used in this
study was adapted from the protein-protein shape complementarity algorithm described by Katchalski-Katzir
et al.,36 which is widely used in ``exterior'' (ligand-receptor) docking programs, such as FTDOCK,37 DOT38 and
GRAMM.39 The algorithm takes advantage of Fourier
correlation theory and the fast Fourier transform (FFT) to
scan rapidly the translation of a probe molecule relative
to a ®xed reference molecule. By virtue of the Fourier
correlation theorem, the Laplacian correlation (as a function of translational displacements) can be computed
very ef®ciently as the reverse Fourier transform of the
product of two Fourier transforms: one that corresponds
to the Mexican Hat-®ltered atomic structure, and one
that corresponds to the complex conjugate of the Laplacian-®ltered low resolution map:
C  FFT 1 FFT r2

al;m;n   FFT M

bl;m;n 

4

Note that C is automatically evaluated for all translations
on the 3D lattice. The computational cost (excluding the
application of the ®lters) is N3logN3 for each FFT, much
less than the N6 operations required in the direct evaluation of equation (3) for all translations (x, y, z). The FFT
corresponding to the ®xed molecule A can be omitted
from all but the ®rst calculation.
An orientational search complemented the Fourierbased evaluation of C. To this end, the target A was
®xed and the template B was rotated systematically
using a homogeneous distribution of Euler rotation
angles.40 For each set of Euler angles, C was evaluated
using equation (4). A number of algorithms for computing homogeneous distributions of Euler angles were
implemented37,41,42 that essentially performed equally
well for the small angular step sizes (6-12  ) needed to
detect suitable high-scoring orientations. After each iteration of the orientational search, a 3D lattice of the maximal coef®cients C found so far was updated, and the
optimal set of Euler angles was saved for each (x, y, z).
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Off-lattice refinement
Following the global exploration of the 6D search
space at discrete sampling points, we implemented a
local, off-lattice gradient ascent maximization of the correlation coef®cient (as a function of the six rigid-body
degrees of freedom), to enable sub-lattice accuracy in our
®tting. A simple, automatic peak detection ®lter was
applied to the correlation values on the translational lattice, yielding a ranked list of potential docking solutions.
The peak detection involved (i) the smoothing of the correlation values over nearest-neighbor voxels to ignore
any single-voxel noise spikes, (ii) a convolution with a
Laplacian ®lter for the detection of local maxima, and
(iii) the sorting of the peaks according to their correlation
score. Subsequently, Powell's quadratically convergent
optimization method43 was applied to re®ne a userde®ned number of maxima to within sub-lattice precision. In the presence of unique maxima, ®nding the
highest-scoring result is suf®cient, but additional maxima may be relevant if additional symmetry-related ®ts
are feasible (Figures 1(d) and 4(a)).

Multi-molecule docking
We implemented an additional re®nement step that
enables multiple components to rotate and to translate
independently. This approach adds, for each independent component, six dimensions to the complexity of the
search space. Therefore, an exhaustive exploration
becomes prohibitively expensive for more than one independent subunit, but a local optimization is feasible once
a start model has been constructed, e.g. from symmetryrelated units in oligomeric structures. The advantage of
multi-molecule docking is that all of the density in a
multi-component map can be accounted for by atomic
structures, thereby reducing the effect of extraneous densities on the docking of a given subunit. A simulated
annealing method43 was used to optimize the input
structure. In this technique, an arti®cial ``temperature'' is
introduced to stochastically move the molecules. The
system was cooled gradually to settle in a new optimum
®t, similar to the annealing technique used in metallurgy
when a molten metal reaches its crystalline state. In our
case, the temperature was initialized to provide perturbations according to angular step size of the rotational
search and the grid size of the lattice. The stochastic
sampling of the high-dimensional search space was
thereby restricted to the local vicinity of the start model.
After the annealing, a local Powell optimization (see
above) was performed.

Performance and availability
The computational cost of the Laplacian-based search
depends on both the size of the density map and on the
angular sampling. For the RecA helicase example,
approximately six CPU hours were required to carry out
an exhaustive search with 9  angular steps on a
60  60  60 lattice (850 Mhz Pentium III PC/Linux).
The algorithms were implemented in a novel utility
termed CoLoRes (contour low resolution docking) that
will be distributed with the low-resolution docking package Situs.20 CoLoRes is written in C and supported by a
fast FFT library, FFTW 2.3. (http://www.fftw.org). The
source code of CoLoRes will be made available in Situs
version 2.0 at http://situs.scripps.edu.
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